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VISIONSPACE RELEASES VSTART
VSTART helps companies to conduct model based advanced regression tests
Matosinhos, Portugal, July 7, 2015– VisionSpace Technologies is pleased to announce the
release of VSTART, a Model Based Test Management Tool and Advanced Regression Tester.
VSTART is a VisionSpace effort to bring to new areas the advanced regression testing
technologies developed in conjunction with the European Space Agency and used in ground
systems.
Integrating modern, enterprise-grade frameworks VSTART helps structuring model based tests.
With a simple yet powerful graphical language assembling and controlling the logical flow of the
tests becomes as easy as creating connections in a graph.
Add as many machines to the system as required. VSTART controls the execution on
distributed systems and allows for simple reuse of tests with different sets of machines.
Presented to the user as a web application, the system is usable from any device with a
browser. Administer roles and permissions for users.
Report features that allow the user to see high-level execution overview with graphs and
timelines as well as detailed information such as the script output and returned values.
Other powerful features of VSTART are dynamic machine discovery; the ability to set up tests
using Groovy, Python, Ruby or other languages; collaboration features allowing multiple users
to work on the same projects.
Visit the product webpage on www.vstart.io for more information and an online demonstration.

About VisionSpace Technologies
VisionSpace Technologies has been building up a first-class reputation in high-technology
markets, where quality and reliability are essential. Our roots are in the Aerospace industry and
the experience we have developed there brings benefits to our other core markets of Security
and Independent Software Verification and Validation.
Visit www.visionspace.com for more information about us.
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